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Scratch Lessons:  
Car Race, Part 2

1.  By the end of Part 1 
(including the extra credit) 
your program should look 
something like this:

2.  Let’s begin Part 2 by drawing a finish line.  Click “Paint New Sprite”          .  Draw something like this:
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3.   Name your sprite “Finish Line”.

4.  Now, switch to the “blue car” (or whatever color you chose).  Put the following code in:

5. Switch to the “Variables” category.  Click “Make a variable”.

6.  Name your variable something like “Blue Points”.
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7.   Drag “change Blue Points by 1” below “if touching Finish Line”.

8.  To make sure that the points don’t go up by more than 1 point each time you car passes the Finish 
Line, add “wait 1 sec” after “change Blue Points by 1”.
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10.  Click on the Red Car (or whatever color you made your second car).  REPEAT STEPS 4-9 for 
the blue car.  Your final code should look something like this:

11. Now, let’s work on increasing the cars’ speed everytime they cross the finish line.  Stay on the Red 
Car”.  Click on the category “Variables” and select “Make a variable”.

9.  Also, we want the points to reset when we start the game again (press the green flag).  So, drag
“set Blue Points to 0” right below when green flag clicked.
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12.  Name the Variable “Red Speed”.

13.  So far, the speed of the cars have been “move 1 steps”:

Let’s change it to the variable “Red Speed”:
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14. Now, let’s program the car so that each time it passes the finish line its speed will increase by 1. Do 
this by dragging “change Red Speed by .25” under “change Red Points by 1”.

15.  Just like we re-set the Score to zero when we press the green flag, let’s also reset Red 
Speed to 1.
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16.  Repeat Steps 13-15 on the Blue Car.  
Your code for the Blue Car should now look  
something like this:

17.  Finally, let’s program the game to stop when a car reaches 10 points.  Begin by dragging anoth-
er “If” statement below the “If touching Finish Line” code block. 
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18. Switch to the “Operators” Category. and drag the                  code block inside of “If”.

19.  Switch to the “Variables” category and drag “Blue Points” on the left side of the equals sign.
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20. Type in “10” on the right side of the equals sign.

21.  Now, switch to the “Looks” category and drag in “Say I win! for 2 secs” below “if Blue Speed=10”.
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23.  Repeat steps 17-20 with the Red Car and you’re done!  It 
should look something like this: 

Extra Credit:  Collisions and 
Oil Slicks

Mission #2-- If the cars collide with eachother they should slow down (and maybe skid).

Mission #1--  Create oil spills thoughout the track that make the cars skid.

22.  Finally, switch to the “Control” category 
and drag “stop all” to stop the game if Blue 
Car reaches 10 points.


